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Масштабная симметрия квантовых солитонов

Показано, что лагранжиан вращающегося и вибрирующего квантового

солитона в нелинейной СГ-моиели, записанный в коллективных козг;-

шшатах, обладает симметрией относительно масштабного преобразова-

ния кирзльного поля. На осноие этой симметрии получено интегропиф-

ференциальное уравнение для киралького угла. Обсуждается также

условие совместности этого уравнения с уравнением Шредингера п.ля

квантового солитона. В предельных случаях (вибрирующий, но не

вращающийся солитон; вращающийся, но не вибрирующий солитон^

интегродифференциальное уравнение цля кирального угла сводится к

дифференциальным и киральный угол становится независим от решения

урввнения Шредингера.

N.ld.Cnepilko, K.Fujii, A.p.Kobushlcin

Scale Symmetry of Quantum Solitons

A oollective-coordinate Lagrangia» for a rotating and. vibrating

quantum aoliton in the nonlinear f) -model is shown to posaesa

a aynunetry under aoale trac3fonaation of the ohiral field. Using

thia symmetry an integrodifferential equation for the ohiral anglo

ia obtained. A consistency condition between this equation and

the Schrodinger equation for the quantum soliton ia also discus-

sed. At limiting oases (a vibrating, but not rotating soliton;

or a rotating, but not vibrating soliton) the integrodifferential

equation for the chiral angle is reduced to differential ones and

the chiral angle becomes independent of the solution of the Sohro-

dinger equation.
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1. ШТНОШС'ЛОН

The recent developments of baryon soliton models and success

of such taodela in intimating of static properties of Ьагуопз put

forward the problem of deep understanding of atabilization me-

chanioms of topologically nontrivial soliton field configurations

in the nonlinear О -model.

Two years ago the quantum atabilization mechanism was propo-

sed by us [1 ] and, independently, by Jain, Jchechter and Sorkin

[2], where the aoliton stability was provided by the quantization

of suitably chosen collective coordinates. In this case the prob-

lem ia reduced to: how one can define aolfconsistently a chiral

angle О (a profile function) which determines field matter dist-

ribution as well аз a Schrodinger equation describing energy le-

vels of the quantum solitons.

In contrast to a lot of papers [3], where the chiral angle

was fixed by some more от 1еяа auitable ad hoc substitution, we

have obtained [1,4] an exact differential equation for the- chiral

angle of the nonrotating soliton (soliton with J = T "• 1 ). Due

to a symmetry of the collective - coordinate Lagrangian under a

scale transformation BlZ) -*-O\y^\ (scale symmetry) the chiral

angle does not depend on the energy quantum level of the approp-

riate Schrodinger equation; in other words, the chirol angle oan

be found without solving the iJchrodinger equation.

Рог the rotating soliton there appears additional functional

(the momentum of inercia) and situation beoomea more complicated.

The aim of the present paper is to elaborate certain principle deter-

mining the ohiral angle of the rotating as well as vibrating soli-

ton. We show that in thla caae thers also exists the scale symmetry

which must be taken into aocount in evaluation of an integrodiffe-

rential equation for the chiral angle. This symmetry oan be also

uaod for estimation of the rotation and vibration energy oontribu-

tiona in the total ooliton energy without ovident solving of the

Sohrodinger equation.

2. LAOilAilGIAN Л1Ш IiAMILTONIAM РОИ WIE QUAHTUM

аоытон

TUo starting action in a theory of the quantum solitons ia
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aa follows

where the coordinate in the I.iinkowuki space ia X =(tt,X) i

U=£j(t x ) i a tile 2 x 2 chiral field matrix; fff is the pion

decay constant and С ia the upeed of light. The apace signatu-

re is choaen to be ^ ).

Later on we shall consider ansatz for rigid rotating [5J

and simultaneously vibrating hedgehog

where П = I/l , I=|ll , T are the iao3pin Pauli natrioea

and rotating matrix haa the form

QO

Z

 + a z = 1. (3)

The soliton size /Iji) and the rotating parameters Q^ » b "0
t

1,2,3 will be considered as collective coordinates.

According to prescription of our previous papers [1,4] we

shall use the following transformation to the new space (the

"z-space")s

X
е
" =(ct,x) =(ст, Mvz), U

s
UU,i)-U(z). (4)

The configuration U appearing in (2), which was vibrated in

the Uinkowski space, becomes static in the z-apaoe and the oollec-

tive - coordinate Lagrangian takes the form

where the vibrative Lagrangian was obtained in Refs^i] and [4J:

and the effective () -coordinate of the radial vibrations and

the "mass" functional Щ[6] are, respectively, as follows

^ ' (7)



The rotation Lagrangian is аз follows

where the rotation frequency and the momentum of inercia are,

respectively,

The Lagrangian (5) was obtained taking into account the non-

commutativity of the collective coordinates with corresponding

velocities ^q , C|]ocV\ , tdb.fttl
0
^^ *

 Л а а r e o u i t
 additional

terma projjortional to T»'
1
 appear both in the rotative (9) und in

the vibrative (6) Lagrangiana (see Refs.[6]where the quantum cor-

rection to the Lagrangian of a rotating akyrmion v/aa first in-

troduced). Below we shall disouss these corrections in some de-

To reduce the soliton kinetic energy U
 =
 ^IT1(^

to the standard form

V + ( k" ~ independent term), (11)

it is useful to introduce a manifold q
b
= q a . ^ Я ь ^ Я

1
.

where 0 is e component of a radius-vector in a iiuclidean spa-

ce R^ . Using the spherical coordinates ^
<
* = | $

л

;
 £ z £ 3 ^ *j =

»• IQ oi-,6jlf) one can obtain the Hamlltonian which corresponds

to the Lagrangian (5):

the quantum aoliton spin squared is expressed through the

Laplaolan on S *
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and the radial momentum squared repreaenta the radial part of

the Laplacian on R. ц. .

Рог the centro-aymraetrical potential V - V(4) the rotative

and vibrative variables are separated in the Schrodinger equation

HTf = E > ; Ц = ̂ W , 6,1/")^- (q) , ĵ = o, 1/2, 1,3/2, ....
y\ =0,1,2 iioin (12) one can put J

 г
 = "t>

a
 j (} +1) and

t'he radial wave function is defined by the equation

with the normalization condition

$4*14*14^1* -1. (is)
о

In Eqs.(i4) and (15) <\ factor represents the square root from

the metric tenaor determinant of the introduced <\ -manifold;

C| OCNCL • In Bq.(14) an effective potential 1); is as follows

Now let 'a consider the scale transformations of the ohiral

angle 8\Z)~*
>
Ba(7) — 8 ( ^ 2 ) . Under this transformation the func-

tionals C5»LDj , K. => 1,2,3 are transformed as

(17)

but the functionals ГП[ ОI and ^A[8] remain invariant:

m[Bl-m[eF]-mCfllf

Thua the Lagran^ian (5), as well as the Sohrodinger equation, are

invariant under the aoale transformations of the ohiral field

U(x)-U(*2), Э «const.
The Lagrangian symmetry under thia transformation (which is

similar to gauge transformation in a field theory) will be appli-

ed later to some physical problems. But before this we have to

olarify oertain phyaioal principle determining the chiral angle.
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3. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE III Т1ШОКУ OF QUANTUM S0LIT0H3

In the quantum field theory the variational principle can

be eatabliuhod in tertiiu of a functional integral [7^. Per the

quantum aoliton one can define the following functional integral:

Z - jDq D Q . - D O
3
 b(a

b
a
b
-))ew(\\Jlq,Q,;Q\), (19)

W
 =

 ) /\ut is the action functional of quantum aoliton.where

An effective action can be defined in a standard wa

(20)

Now the chiral angle ia determined from the vuriational

equation

Taking into account the physical meaning of the functional

integrals (19) and (21) one can эхргеад the variation equation

(21) in terma of the following matrix elements betv/een eigenstates

of the Hamiltonian (12):

9
U

e
 j e j > £ ( e) ..

The variational principle Ogt^jLi/J11^ (where nr." io an

eigenvalue of tho Hamiltonian of the quantum aoliton) ia implied

by many authors to fix parametera of uaed chiral an^le trial

aubatitutionu. But v/o have to atroaa hare that thia ia incorroot

baoauae their variation equation does not coincide with the varia-

tional equation (22) follov/ed from the general rulea of the quan-

tum field theory.

The flyatem of coupled Kqa.(i4) and (22) playu the fundamental

role in the quantum aolitoa theory but muat be studied on aelf-

oouslat'jnoy.
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4. 1.ЗД//.Г1011 ЮК ИШ GIIIJUL AIJGLii

Bocauoe the Lagrancian (5) depends on two funotionala

m*IT!£6l and |Д=/и»[в] one сап write out the equation for the

ohiral angle in the following form

a S m L Q ] + b S p i L B I - 0 , (23)

where the coefficients CLand b are aome functions on ХУ\ and

|Л. and can be determined by comparing iiq.(22) with Bq.(23)«

Taking into account the evident expressions for ГП and |A

(iiqa.(7) and (10b)) one can rewrite Eq. (23) in the form

^ )
М
( | ^ ^ ^ )

0 / ( 2 4 )

where Z%= ЪЪ%/1бл.
Usinc new variables

() (25)

and talcing into account the scale symmetry (18) one obtains from

Eq.(24)

[61) g
which is equivalent to the following integrodifferential equation

- . (27)

8=0, ** = | |
This equation cun be simplified by introducing new variational

function Fit) by

Taking into account the soale symmetry ono has:

Y V F =0, (29)
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where the quantities t* and b axe some functions of the

functionals m[F] and ja[F ]

The integrodifferencial equation (29) and the Schrodinger

equation (14).complete a system of coupled equations which, must

be studied on consistency.

For the nonrotating solution D = 0 ; and Eq. (29) is reduced

to the equation

{ * ' ) ' - s
| V
*

2 p =0
* (30)

which was obtained in Refa.^1,4]. The soliton energy and its

mean-square radiua calculated using Eq.(30) were shown [4j to be

not ao far from the experiment values for the nucleona.

For a rotating but not vibrating 3oliton (Л
 e

0
;
 ЪфУ) Eq.

(26) is reduced to bSj*
s
O or

(if F')' -И -T)
z
) sin2F -0, (3D

where F ~ F(T)) = 8(Z
0
1)) , %o = 9 6

Ъ
/Х<5

Л
 . To obtain Bq.

(31) the scale symmetry }л[9] — ̂ *-Cf- J v/аз used.

Because iiqa.(30) and (31) do not depend on the solution of

the Schrodinger equation, the consistency condition Ьесотез tri-

vial in both limifca. Thus, quantities ft\ (for vitrating but

nonrotating aoliton) or jA (for rotating but nonvibiating aoli-

ton) do not depend on the aoliton quntuia numbers and they can be

oonsidered aa model for appropriate constants appearing in the

theory of quantum solitons in the limiting caaea.

Л variation procedure S'lCFl^O applied to a functional

о

is equvivalont to Eq.(29). Prom the virial theorem one simply

finds that there exists relation

Vi - 3 Va з. (33)

. "S. ОС

betweon the follovri-ng funotionalo
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The a and b quantities are matrix elements of some terms

of the collective-coordinate La^jran^ian (5) between eigenstatea

of the Hamilton operator (12)

and liq. (33) con be considered аз the consistency condition for

the system of the coupled equations (14) and (29).

According to the relationa

G U - a r * , Grot = b ^
f
 •

 (36)

the (X and о quanfcitiea are related to the kinetical vibra-

tion and rotation energy (including the quantum corrections),

respectively. It follovra from the quantum virial theorem that

there exists the following relation between Цу(1> » &
 ro
t and the

total soliton energy

It rnuat be stressed that thi3 relation does not oontradiot

the value j = 0 and ^ , when (X ret < 0 > but

Q,ii». /
It зееыз песеааигу to discuss here briefly the correctness

of the collective coordinate description used in the theory of

quantum solitons. Strictly following the quantization rules one

obtains the quantum correction to the classical vibrative poten-

tial cf
/y
 ; •£or the radial vibration it gives tia / 8 m q5- a na

for the rigid rotation it gives - 3 ^ г
 /^ ̂ Ч*" • The first con-

tribution has simple physical interpretation in the framework of

the uncertanty principle: the ohiral field does not collapse be-

oause the oollapse causes infinite rising of a vibrative momentum

p a yno -*-o*> . But it seems to be difficult to give such simple

physical interpretatiOQ for the negative quantum correction to the

rotative energy. Its appearenoe is correlated with, the method ^5l

by which the rigid rotative coordinate was introduced and во it
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may be considered aa an artifact of application of thiu method

to the nonlinear СГ -model La^rancian.

It must be also mentioned that the rigid rotation anaata

[5] contradicts special relativity. This problem seems

to be rather serious for the quantum oolitons because for the

traditional "nonlocalized" anoatz и(^/у\(1)) the chiral un^le

has a power behaviour 0
r4J
 5f ~ at 3!"*

30
 (see iicfs.[i] and [4J). Tiio

simplest way to avoid зоме difficulties of the ri^id rotation

an3atz is to "localiao" vibrations by assumption Л
 =

Д ( * , Т )

(with the condition ^i
0
"/^)

 =
 1 ) and introduce tlie chirai

symmetry braakii^ \J•"*" W
 +
 W'ff , where tho notion Vv.jj- ia cliooen

in the followint; form

O3)

and fflfr i a t h e p i o n ntuaa. I n t h i s ctioo the L a ^ r u n ^ i a n (^) i s

t r a n s f o r m e d t o

and at 2~~
 <>a
 the chiral angle behaviour адгееи with tue Yukav/a

law 8 ~ 2-' exp (-^irZ).

It must be noted that the aotion (36) violating the chiral

symmetry does not induce new dimensional parameters in the Lagraxi-

gian (39). This means tJiat in the case of broken symmetry the

ohiral angle is determined by the ааше equation (Jq.(29)) wnich

waa used in the limit of the chiral symmetry (or by the variatio-

nal equation S i "0 with the some variational functional (32)),

where only the contents of the &- and b quatities is changed

Of course, the matrix elemeats in (40) are calculated with eigen-

atates of the new Hamiltonian
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Using the quuntum virial theorem one obtains the following

relations between the matrix elements

<«.,

One concludes from theoe relations that the contribution of the

term proportional to Wir in the total energy ±a more than two

times smaller that one of the total quantum (vibration and rota-

tion) energy.

5. C0NCLU3I0HS

In thia paper we have considered the rigid rotating and ax-

multaneoualy vibrating quantum aoliton. The general principles

for the theory of such solitons are formulated. It is shown that

the quantum soliton collective-coordinate Lagrangian ia invariant

under the scale transformation (Eq.(i7)) of the ohiral angle. One

of tho important results of the scale symmetry ia that at impor-

tant limiting cases (the vibrating, but not rotating soliton, or

the rotating, but not vibrating soliton) the chiral angle is de-

termined by the differential equation which, is independent of the

Schrodinger equation for the quantum 3oliton. In the general case

(the vibrating and rotating soliton) the chix-al angle is determi-

ned by the integrodifferential equation supplemented by the con-

sistency condition with the Schrodinger equation. Such equation

can be solved by vuriational method which, will be disoussed in a

separate publication.

For the further development of the theory of the quantum soll-

toiis it seems to be nocessory to "localize" the oolleotive vibra-

tive coordinate аа well as the collective rotative coordinates by

analogy with tho procedure proposed in Ref .[4|.
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